
Serviettentechnik Anleitung - Memo Board
Instructions No. 751

With this stylish memo nothing will get lost.

And here's how it works:

Prime the surfaces of the Memo Board with Magnetic paint, let it dry well before painting it a second and third time.
Meanwhile cut out the motifs from the napkin varnish. Napkins The silhouette scissors allow you to cut out the contours exactly.
Carefully loosen the top layer, as you will only need it 
Additional tip: For more complex arrangements and larger motifs, use the spray adhesive to fix the napkin. It enables you to adjust your positioned picture once
again and gives you hold when applying the napkin varnish.
Now fix the motifs on the photo carton 
Apply it Napkin varnish with the napkin brush. It minimizes the risk of wrinkles and cracks in the motif.
When it Magnetic paint is dry, you can colour your memo board. Prime the surfaces into the Black, trim in light green and the back in the way you like it. Prime
the wooden boards in white and apply the chocolate motifs to Napkin varnish the dry boards 
Cut out the motifs from the Craft cardboard sheet . The Ultra Brilliant Decopatch, which also seals the motifs, provides additional shine.
Paint the over all napkin technique motifs as a finish.
When the board is dry, fix the motifs to their Position. Glue the magnets with the special gel glue on the wooden boards and decorate your board. Now put the
fairy lights into the recesses provided and glue them with hot glue to keep everything in place.

Now you still need a only suitable place for your memo board..

Article number Article name Qty
440128 VBS Magnets "Extra strong", Ø 10 mm, 10 pieces 1
560085-70 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlBlack 1
560085-52 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlLight green 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1

Article information:



120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
706674-00 Photo cardboardWhite 1
722025 VBS Napkin varnish "Glossy"250 ml 1
521802 VBS Silhouette scissors 1
780698 Aquapro-Clear varnish "Ultra Brilliant", 180 ml 1
110938 Spray adhesive Odif 404, removable 1
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